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A conductive atomic force microscopy �cAFM� technique, atomic force photovoltaic microscopy
�AFPM�, has been developed to characterize spatially localized inhomogeneities in organic
photovoltaic �OPV� devices. In AFPM, a biased cAFM probe is raster scanned over an array of
illuminated solar cells, simultaneously generating topographic and photocurrent maps. As proof of
principle, AFPM is used to characterize 7.5�7.5 �m2 poly�3-hexylthiophene�:�6,6�-phenyl-
C61-butyric acid methyl ester OPVs, revealing substantial device to device and temporal variations
in the short-circuit current. The flexibility of AFPM suggests applicability to nanoscale
characterization of a wide range of optoelectronically active materials and devices. © 2008
American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2830695�

The performance of organic photovoltaic �OPV� devices
is most frequently characterized by the power conversion
efficiency �p, which indicates the percentage of the radiant
energy incident on the solar cell that is converted to electrical
energy, and is determined by measuring the open-circuit
voltage �Voc�, short-circuit current �Isc�, and fill factor from
current-voltage plots.1,2 Although �p serves as a convenient
benchmark for comparing photovoltaic devices, it does not
reveal information about local photocurrent spatial variations
within these devices. Localized efficiency variations might
be expected in bulk-heterojunction �BHJ� OPVs from defects
as well as from the interpenetrating phase-separated nature of
the microstructure, evident in morphological studies by
atomic force microscopy,3,4 transmission electron
microscopy,5 scanning electron microscopy,6 and scanning
transmission x-ray microscopy.7

The correlations between electrical properties and
morphology in bulk heterojunction OPV films have
previously been demonstrated with scanning probe
techniques. For example, a morphology-work function rela-
tionship in poly�2-methoxy-5-�3� ,7�-dimethyloctyloxy��-
p-phenylene vinylene:�6,6�-phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl
ester �MDMO-PPV:PCBM� films was demonstrated by
Kelvin probe force microscopy.8 Similarly, a correspondence
between morphology and photocurrent was established in
polyfluorene films by near-field scanning photocurrent mi-
croscopy �NSPM�.9 While NSPM lateral resolution is limited
to �200 nm by the tip aperture, conductive atomic force
microscopy �cAFM� offers the potential to resolve current
variations an order of magnitude smaller.10,11 Previously,
cAFM was used for current mapping in polymer/small mol-
ecule blends,12 polymer/polymer blends,13 and CdTe /CdS
composite materials.14

Recently, two scanning probe techniques having sub-
100-nm lateral spatial resolution and calibrated light sources
were reported: �1� time-resolved electrostatic force micros-
copy was used to simultaneously measure localized photoin-
duced charging rates and topography in a polyfluorene film,15

and �2� photoconductive AFM employed a laser to illuminate
a BHJ film while measuring topography and photocurrent
with a conductive platinum-coated probe.16 While both tech-
niques provide quantitative correlations between electrical
properties and morphology, they characterize photovoltaic
films rather than functioning photovoltaic devices. Herein,
we present an alternative cAFM technique, atomic force pho-
tovoltaic microscopy �AFPM�, which quantitatively charac-
terizes variations in fully operational photovoltaic devices by
scanning across an array of solar cells that include the metal
cathodes. Analyzing devices more closely reproduces real-
world operating conditions, enables standard photovoltaic
figures of merit to be extracted, and minimizes substrate-
cAFM tip contact effects.

Figure 1 shows a diagram and photograph of the AFPM
experimental apparatus. As in our previously reported atomic
force electroluminescence technique,17,18 the glass substrate
with the photovoltaic devices is attached to a lightweight
��5 g� optics stage. The small stage mass minimizes inter-
ference with the piezoelectric scanner on which it rests. All
experiments were performed in contact mode and ambient
conditions on a ThermoMicroscopes CP Research AFM with
Nanosensors boron-doped, diamond-coated silicon AFM
probes �model DT-NCHR�. The electrical connection is
made to the indium tin oxide �ITO� anode by affixing a cop-
per wire, and a DL Instruments current preamplifier mea-
sures the current through the cAFM probe, which scans
across the array of cathodes at an applied force of 20–50 nN.

The devices are illuminated by a Newport Oriel 96000
solar light simulator. From the lamp housing, the light passes
through an AM1.5G filter and then through a liquid light
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guide �Newport Oriel model 77638�. Optics at the exit of the
liquid light guide focus and collimate the light into a plano-
convex lens on the optics stage. Finally, the light is focused
by this lens onto a convex mirror and reflected onto the
substrate, thereby illuminating the solar cells. The intensity
of light reaching the substrate is measured by an Orion TH
power meter and can be varied from �6 to 10 suns �1 sun
=100 mW /cm2�. Although some light reaches the photodi-
ode in the AFM feedback loop, simply nulling the cantilever
deflection signal after illumination allows normal scanning.

ITO-coated glass �sheet resistance of �10 � /sq, rms
roughness of �2.5 nm� purchased from Delta Technologies
serves as the substrate for all devices. Before film deposition,
the substrates are cleaned with a standard detergent/de-
ionized water/solvent sonication process and then treated
with UV ozone or an O2 plasma. Poly�3-hexylthiophene�
�P3HT� was purchased from Rieke Metals and the PCBM
from American Dye Source; both were purified by standard
techniques.

In a glovebox ��1 ppm O2�, the cleaned ITO substrates
are spin coated for 60 s at 550 rpm with a 1:1 solution of
P3HT:PCBM dissolved in purified 1,2-dichlorobenze.19 The
films are allowed to dry in the glovebox and then annealed at
�110 °C. Although such devices are often dried slowly in
covered Petri dishes,19,20 the shorter drying times used here

��5 min� reduced film roughness and significantly improved
the probe-sample contact. Finally, 7.5�7.5 �m2 gold cath-
odes are thermally evaporated through a copper mesh trans-
mission electron microscope grid �Ted Pella, Inc.� at
0.2–0.3 Å /s to a thickness of �50 nm on the P3HT:PCBM
film. Gold is used as the cathode material because of its
resistance to oxidation under the ambient test conditions.

Figure 2 shows simultaneous AFPM topography-
current maps from P3HT:PCBM OPVs fabricated without
a poly�3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene�:poly�styrenesulfonate�
PEDOT:PSS layer. The current maps in Figs. 2�b� and 2�c�
were collected sequentially from the same set scan area, with
the sample bias changed from 0.0 V �Isc� in the former to
−0.50 V in the latter. The devices were illuminated at
�6.7 suns in both scans. The scans show similar device-to-
device variations, including a difference in Isc of up to �25%
between OPVs separated by �10 �m. As phase separation is
known to occur in these films at length scales far smaller
than the 56 �m2 area of these devices,5,21 the observed cur-
rent variations are likely due to inhomogeneities or defects
occurring at larger length scales in the solar cells.

Variations in the electrical conductivity of the ITO sur-
face, for example, have been observed by cAFM and attrib-
uted to the nonstoichiometric nature of the ITO as well as to
organic contaminants.22,23 Similar variations are observed in
organic light-emitting diodes �OLEDs� of the same scale due
to a variable charge trap density at the ITO/hole transport
layer interface.18 Furthermore, pinholes in the cathode and
corrosion at the cathode/organic interface have been shown
to cause dark spots in OLEDs �Ref. 24 and 25� and could be
expected to analogously reduce the current density of OPV
devices. Solar cells with a PEDOT:PSS layer also exhibit
variation similar to that in Fig. 2, which could be influenced
by regions of enhanced conductivity that have been reported
to be up to several hundred nanometers in spatial extent.26

Finally, photocurrent uniformity could be influenced by
variations in the bulk P3HT:PCBM film.

In addition to scanning device arrays, solar cells can also
be individually addressed by the cAFM probe to measure
current-voltage characteristics. These devices exhibit
S-shaped I-V plots and low fill factors ��18.5% �, character-
istic of marginal active layer/cathode interfaces.27 This be-
havior is not surprising considering that LiF was not applied
prior to gold deposition and because the deposition condi-
tions are significantly harsher for gold than for aluminum.
The devices exhibit a short-circuit current density of
�18 mA /cm2 �under 6.7 suns illumination�, an open-circuit

FIG. 1. �Color online� �a� Schematic diagram and �b� photograph of the
AFPM experimental apparatus.

FIG. 2. �Color online� �a� AFPM topographic map of a 7.5�7.5 �m2 OPV array. �b� AFPM current map at 0.0 V applied bias and �c� AFPM current map at
−0.50 V applied bias. In the AFPM current maps, the absolute value of the photocurrent is depicted.
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voltage of �225 mV, and a power conversion efficiency of
�0.11%.

Scanning the OPVs at a constant bias also reveals tem-
poral variations in the photocurrent under ambient condi-
tions. Although these temporal variations are present in Fig.
2, they are more easily visualized when the current scale of
the photocurrent map is truncated, as in Fig. 3. In Fig. 3,
devices scanned at Isc exhibit a transient response with Isc
decaying by �40% during the �1 min that the probe is in
contact with the device �fast scan direction is top to bottom;
slow scan direction is left to right�. Different substrates
scanned at different tip speeds show essentially the same
decay rate, which exceeds the reported degradation rate for
similar devices due to air and light exposure.28 The increased
degradation rate is likely related to factors including the high
illumination intensity, the large portion of the active layer
exposed directly to air, the thinness of the cathode, and the
nonoptimum active layer/cathode interface.29

In summary, AFPM has been demonstrated as a tech-
nique to quantitatively measure spatial performance varia-
tions in functioning OPVs. Microscopic solar cells can be
individually addressed, enabling quantification of local �p
and other benchmarks. Furthermore, temporal variations in
OPV response can be directly visualized. The flexibility of
AFPM suggests its use in a variety of future studies. Possi-
bilities include evaluating defect density and �p as a function
of device area, as well as increasing spatial resolution
through the use of smaller electrodes. Other options include
fabricating devices with alternative transparent electrodes
and/or different photoactive layers to elucidate performance-
spatial inhomogeneity relationships in photovoltaic cells.
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